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TERMS OF SALE AND SHIPMENT

PAYMENT TERMS: Cash in full with order or 25% payment down and the balance C. O. D.
Remittances should be made with Money Order, Express Order, Bank Draft, Check, or Money in a
registered letter. U. S. Postage stamps accepted up to $2.00.

PACKING TERMS : No packing charges on any orders for trees, shrubs, bulbs, tubers, roots,
and seeds are made when remittance in full accompanies order.

SHIPPING TERRI S : Shipment of tubers, roots, seeds, bulbs is usually made about the first

of May. Trees and shrubs are usually shipped during April and May. All are shipped in plenty
of time for proper planting.

DELIVERY TERRIS: Unless otherwise stated all seeds and bulbs are sent prepaid when cash
in full accompanies the order. Trees and shrubs or partially paid orders, are shipped delivery
charges collect, either by express, freight, or parcel post, which ever way we deem best.

If you wish to have your order sent prepaid and thus save the delivery charge collection
fees, we shall be glad to prepay your order by either express or parcel post, which ever we
deem best, depending on the size, weight, etc., according to the following scale:

Orders for $1.00 or less Shipped Prepaid for 15c extra.
Orders for $1.01 to $1.50 Shipped Prepaid for 20c extra.
Orders for $1.51 to $2.00 Shipped Prepaid for 25c extra.

With each additional 50c increase in your total order, send for shipping charges 5c extra.

All Orders of $10.00 or More We Prepay Direct to You.
REGARDING CANADIAN ORDERS

Government regulations require Canadian customers of United States nurseries to obtain a

permit from the Canadian Department of Agriculture before they may have the nursery stock
they have ordered, shipped to them. To save our customers this trouble we will attend to this

for them. All that is necessary is that we receive the order and we will attend to the rest.

Catalog Three—Copyrighted 1927 by Carl A, Hansen. Brookings, South Dakota.
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Siberian

Flowering Almond
The Hardiest Dwarf Ornamental

The Siberian Flowering Almond is a beautiful, dwarf,
lawn shrub which Professor Hansen thinks is destined to
great popularity. It is perhaps the hardiest of dwarf or-
namentals as it is native of an 8-inch rain fall country
with the temperature ranging from 50° below zero in
winter to 106° above in the summer. It is capable of de-
fying the most severe weather conditions throughout the
northwest. It is hardy without the slightest winter pro-

tection whatever, on the driest uplands of our western states and many hundreds
of miles north into Canada.

Earliest Shrub to Bloom in Spring

Siberian Flowering Almond is the earliest shrub to bloom
in the spring. Before the other shrubs are out and its own
leaves appear, it is covered with abundant bright rose-pink.

!

fragrant flowers. It remains a beautiful mass of blooms
for nearly three weeks. The flowers being fragrant and of
such brilliant hue, are valuable for bouquets in the house
and will last a week or more in a vase of water.

Has Bright Fall Coloring

In the fall of the year the leaves turn to a pretty gold
and red color and liven up the landscape. The fruit usu-
ally hangs on after the leaves have fallen and is orna-
mental.

Fine as Low Hedge

For a low, hardy, flowering hedge none can excel the Siberian Flowering Almond.
Plant them 12 to 18 inches apart. The plants may be pruned severely and will form
a matted flowering hedge of 12 to 18 inches in height. Or if left untrimmed will form
a beautifully symmetrical, natural hedge of about three feet in height.

Good in Border or Groups

In border or group planting Siberian Almond’s beauty is at first apparent by con-
trast. As it is the first shrub to bloom in the spring it lightens up the other shrub
planting and is in bloom till they show their flowers. Plant them freely in front

of the larger shrubs for their early spring
beauty. And in front of the Almonds plant

tulips, crocus and perennials and you will have
flowers all season.

PRICES FOR STRONG TRANSPLANTED
BUSHY PLANTS

Size Each Per 10 Per 25 Per 100

Small ..$0.25 $2.00 $ 4.00 $15.00

Medium ... ... .50 3.50 6.50 25.00

Large ... .75 6.50 12.50 40.00

Extra Large Specimen Plants
$1.25 each; Three, $3.50.

A Splendid Ornamental of Great
Plant In Front of Taller Shroba Worth.

Dwarf Growing
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Victoria Rhubarb
Everyone enjoys a dish of fresh rhubarb sauce and rhubarb pie, to

say nothing of the delicious rhubarb jams and jellies. They all have
a welcome. And especially so if the variety is Victoria. Some think
that rhubarb is just rhubarb, but it has its varieties as do plums and
apples. Victoria is the best of them all. A very prolific producer of
fine large strawberry-red stems of excellent, fine quality. Victoria is

sweeter than most rhubarb and takes less sugar in cooking.
PRICES PREPAID: Per Root 25c; Six Roots $1.00; 12 Roots

$1.75.

Washington Rust-

Proof Asparagus
No garden is complete

without asparagus, and a
better variety than Wash-
ington Rust-Proof would
be hard to select. Rust

proof, stalky, light green, tender stems all go to
make this asparagus the favorite of the garden.
Nice succulent stalks from early spring till late
into the summer or all summer long if properly
mulched and cut.

PRICES PREPAID: Per Root 15c; 10 Roots
$1.00; 25 Roots $2.25; 100 Roots $8.50.

Progressive Everbearing Strawberry
A garden without at least a few strawberries is

almost like a garden without flowers. Every gar-
den should have some and most gardens do, but not

all those that have strawberries have the best kind
Old plantings to do best should be dug up and re-

planted from time to time. Progressive Everbear-
ing Strawberries make strawberry-time last all sum-
mer long,—bearing large, delicious, juicy, red ber-

ries from early spring till late fall. Progressive
Everbearing is a heavy producer and vigorous
grower.

PRICES PREPAID: Per Plant 5c; Six

Plants 25c; 25 Plants $1.00; 100 Plants $2.50.

Dunlap Strawberry

One of the very best June bearing va-
rieties. Fruit very large, fine flavor, and

productive.

PRICES PREPAID: 10 Plants 25c; 25 Plants 50c; 100 Plants $1.50.

Perfection Currants
A very good currant for the northwest. The fruit has a very fine,

sweet flavor, is of good size, few seeds, and is born in large clusters of
bright red fruit. It bears prolifically. The bush is upright in habit,
vigorous and quite hardy throughout the northwest. Perfection Cur-
rant was well named and is surely a splendid currant for general use
in the home garden.

PRICES: Per Plant 55c; 12 Plants $5.00; 25 Plants $10.00,

Carrie Gooseberry
A popular variety of real worth. Considered

one of the hardiest, healthiest, and most produc-
tive gooseberries grown. The plant is a very vig-
orous grower which aids it in carrying its large
crops of fruit without injury to the plant. The
stems are nearly thornless which is an advantage
when it comes picking time. The berries grow to
a fine large size, are light red in color and have
a pleasing flavor. Every home gardener or com-
mercial fruit grower should be sure to have ample
stock of Carrie Gooseberry.
PRICES: Per Plant 45c; 12 Plants $4,00; 25

Plants $8,00.
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FewthornRed Raspberry
EXTRA FIXE—FIRM—PROLIFIC—VERY HARDY

MOSAIC-FREE
A hybrid of the Minnetonka Ironclad red raspberry

and the wild red raspberry of the Black Hills.
The fruit is ox good size from five-eighths to

three-fourths of an inch in diameter. Color a dark red
and attractive looking. Flavor delicious. The fruit is
firm and keeps well.

A remarkable thing about Fewthorn Rasp-
berry is its smooth cane. The cane being almost
thornless except for a few weak bristles near
the ground and on the stems near the berries.
This feature makes it a much easier and care-
free task to pick the fruit.

Another big thing which makes the Few-
thorn such a favorite is its wonderful bearing.
Usually bearing the same year it is planted and
from then on bearing heavy annual crops of fine,
large berries.

Fewthorn is perfectly hardy for the Dakotas.
Minnesota. Montana, and Nebraska, and well
worthy of further planting thruout the prairie
provinces of Canada. So far this remarkable va-
riety has been entirely free from Mosaic.

PRICES: Per Plant 25c: Six Plants S1.00:

25 Plants $3.50: 100 Plants $12.50.

STARLIGHT RASPBERRY
Of the same pedigree as the Ohta Raspberry and averaging

somewhat larger in size and equally as bright in color. Canes have
some thorns, and are quite resistant to anthracnose.

PRICES: Per Plant 15c; 4 Plants 50c: 12 Plants $1.25; 25 Plants $2.50.

SUNBEAM RASPBERRY
One of Prof. N. E. Han-

sen’s first red raspberry
introductions and now fa-

mous thruout the north-

west. Plant vigorous, pro-

ductive. purple-caned, and
freely sprouting. Has sur-

vived a temperature of

41° below zero, without
protection. Because of

the large size and flaming

red color of the fruit Sun-
beam is sometimes called

Flaming Giant Red Rasp-
berry.

PRICES FOR SUNBEAM AND OHTA
1 Plant $0.10

i Plants .35

12 Plants 1.00

25 Plants. 1.75

100 Plants 6.50

OHTA RASPBERRY
The name, meaning much

or many in the Sioux
language surely describes
the nature of Ohta's bear-
ing habit. Ohta is very
hardy far north. The fruit

is a beautiful red. fairly

firm, and of good quality.

It is a good market berry
if not shipped too far.

Ohta makes good clear

jelly and holds 5 its shape
well in preserving.

SPINELESS RASPBERRY
HARDY—PRODUCTIVE—STRONG

Remarkable f>*r its thornless canes, and large fruit
of extra good flavor. The canes are prac-
riea ly entirely smooth, have a blue bloom,
and are almost immune from eaue rust or
anthracnose.

Spineless is a hybrid of the wild red
raspberry from Cavalier. North Dakota,
and the Loudon Red Raspberry. It is

hardy well north into Canada. The fruit
grows to a size of three -fourths of an
inch in diameter, is quite firm and usually
forms in nicely compacted clusters.

PRICES: Per Plant 15c; 4 Plants 50c: 12 Plants $1.25; 25

Plants $2.50: 100 Plants $7.50.
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Iseta Grape

BETA GRAPES
Beta Grapes tho not very fine flavor, are very productive, and per-

fectly hardy thruout the northwest. They make fine preserves, good
jelly, and tasty grapejuice.

Grapes and a grape arbor bring good fruit and a beautiful bower
of nature. Betas for this purpose in the northwest are extra fine as their
hardiness makes it unnecessary that they be taken down and covered
each year.

PRICES: Each 35c; 3 for $1.00; 12 for $3.50; 25 for $6.50.

OTHER GRAPES: Besides Beta Grape we have Concord, black, Niagara, white, Moore’s
Early, black, and other grapes which are excellent in quality and production but are tender
for the northwest and must be taken down and covered to insure their living over from
year to year. PRICE: 75c each.

Special Hansen Plums

! ! BARGAINS !

!

\\ iiueta

Opata Cherry-Plum

Sapa Cherry-Plum

Earliest of all

plums and fa-

mous everywhere for its rich, wonderfully de-

licious flavor. The flesh is a light green color

with a purplish red skin. Very productive.

Hardy thruout the northwest prairies.

Early, large, productive,

and hardy. Its intense o ata

black purplish flesh is extra fine eating and won-
derful for preserves and jam. Bears the year
after planting. A sure annual producer and a
favorite everywhere.

Hanska or Kaga Plum T h e ?uper
.

1,

plums of apri-

cot flavor and fragrance. Very hardy and pro-

ductive. Many claim these two make the best
Sapa. jam 0f any. t jie Hansen Plums. Both are

highly colored and have firm flesh. These two plums differ

in that Kaga is the more free-stone and somewhat better pro- Hanska
ducer, whereas Hanska has a little the better flavor.

Waneta Plum The Giant of Hardy Plums. Up to two
inches in diameter. Highly flavored.

Richly colored red skin. Considered by many the best and
most popular of the Hansen Hybrid Plums and the champion
plum of the northwest.

Special Prices on Abo e Plum Trees When Ordered Separately
Small Size $0.40 each; $3.50 per 10; $ 7.50 per 25; $25.00 per 100
Medium Size 60 each; 5.50 per 10; 13.50 per 25; 50.C0 per 100
Large Size _... 1.00 each; 8.50 per 10; 20.00 per 25; 75.00 per 100

BARGAIN — COMBINATION OFFER
When Ordering These Varieties Together

Small Medium Large
1 Tree of Each or 4 Trees in All $ 1.50 $ 2.00 $ 3.50

3 Trees of Each or 12 Trees in All 3.50 5.00 7.50

6 Trees of Each or 25 Trees in All...... 6.50 10.00 13.50

25 Trees of Each or 100 Trees in All 20.00 35.00 50.00
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Tawena

Tawena Plum
Another New Hansen Introduction

Giant Size, Early, Heavy Annual Bearing

Waneta Plum—perhaps to date the most fa-

mous of all of tie Pr *f. N. E. Hanseu plum in-

troducti ns had to give up some of its pjpulariry
when its sister Kahinta was in r «lu ed eea se

of Kahinta’s tendency for better annual bearing.

Now comes Tawena^— nothe : 1 sisier .f Wa-
neta and Kahinta. Bes Its so far in ieate that
Tawena apparently pos esses the be. t points of
both, being in size equal to or better thau either,

in flavcr somev hat of a mixture of loth, and in

bearing almost a sure annual he ivy cropper. The
‘ret* g~owth f Tawen is exceptionally fh e and
it makes a stu dy, we 1 ranehed and i-al u e

tree with scarcely any pruning.

PRICT : Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Yuteca Plum
Tuteea is best noted for its heavy annual bear-

ing of very large and early plums. It is one of
Professor X. E. Hansen’s very t est selected na
tire South Dakota plums. Beeause of its per-

sistent annual heavy cropping of sueh fine large

fruit, some people believe that Yuteea for cer-

tain, localities, is in many ways almost equal to

Waneta.

The tree makes a fine large, vigorous growth.
It should always be included in every plum plant-

ing to insure proper pollination of the other

plums. Yuteca is always an old reliable to fall

lack on to be sure of a good erop of fine fruit

every year. There is no need to worry about a fine flavor and good quality in your plum
jam if Yuteea is used.

PRICE: Per Tree $1.00; 12 Trees $10.00.

Teton

Teton Plum
The largest and best pure native South Dakota

plum discovered so far by Dr. N. E. Hansen,
who found this fruit while exploring along the
east bank of the Missouri River in Campbell
county. The fruit gets to 1 e about an inch and
three-eighths in diameter. The color is a good
clear red. The flesh is of good quality for a
native plum, practically freestone, skin thick but
cooks readily.

Teton is a good pollinator or fruit sire and it

is a good tree to plant in mixed hybrid orchards
to insure the proper setting of fruit. Though
Teton is a native South Dakota plum, it has not
been the selection of generations sueh as Yuteea
and Wastesa and it is not as large or good as

these two varieties, but is almost a sure thing for
heavy production.

PRICE: Per Tree $1.00; 12 Trees $10.00.
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Kahinta Plum
Large—Hardy—Productive—Good

Kahinta is considered by many to be of better quality
than its sister Waneta, and has retained its large size

fruit better in dry seasons.
It makes a tall upright, vigorous growth forming an

evenly branched tree. The fruit is heavy, somewhat
freestone, skin a dark red color without acerbity. The
flesh is firm in texture, yellow in color, and very sweet.
Plums from young trees of Kahinta have reached a size

of 2 inches and a weight of over two ounces.
Kahinta like Waneta is a very popular plum that has

gained much headway in the last few years, displacing
the older native plums of the Dakotas, Minnesota, Ne-
braska and Iowa,—because of its heavier bearing habit
and better quality.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Kahinta I'lum /"N1

Cheresoto rlum
A perfect cross between the Sand Cherry and the DeSoto Plum

in looks and flavor. The tree is a heavy bearer and annual pro-
ducer. As do the other Sand Cherry hybrids the tree has a bushy
habit of growth and a tendency to early bearing. The fruit is of
good flavor and of later season than Opata and Sapa. Like the
other Sand Cherry hybrids too Cheresoto blooms later than the
ordinary native plums and thus escapes the late frosts which re-

duce or destroy the plum crop.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Toka Plum
A Good Commercial Possibility cheresoto

A cross between the native northwestern wild plum and the intensely
fragrant Chinese apricot, Prunus Simoni. The large, remarkably firm

fruit has a rich fragrance and excellent quality, good for eating and
canning. In Iowa some think that Toka promises to be a great com-
mercial plum, and with a little more experience with the plum it will no
doubt prove to be such as it is a good keeper. Altho the skin and flesh

is firm it is not tough and can be readily eaten or cooked. The bright

color and rich fragrance of the fruit would help much to attract atten-

tion to it and a sample wTould surely bring the sale. The Toka is an
early and heavy bearer and the tree makes a very vigorous, strong, stocky growth.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Wastesa Plum
A Worthy Select Native

Meaning “delicious” in the Sioux Indian language, it is

regarded as one of the very best in quality of all the pure
native plums. The fruit of Wastesa is very large and of ex-

cellent quality, with marbled red and yellow skin, and flesh

which is almost free-stone. A heavy annual bearer, and
worthy for its long continued productiveness. The flavor,

size, and productiveness all combine to make Wastesa one of

the best of the Hansen Plums for good eating and good can-

ning. At a time when there wrere 6,000 native plum trees in

bearing at the South Dakota State College Horticultural Ex-
periment Grounds, Wastesa was considered the best of all in

quality. Wastesa produces an abundance of pollen and with

Yuteca should always be included in every plum planting to insure proper pollination

other varieties of plums.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

of
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OKA CHERRY
DWARF HABIT EARLY BEARING

DELICIOUS FLAVOR!
LARGE FRUIT

! ! !PROCLAIMED THE GREATEST!!!
The many who have already had the opportunity to taste this wonderful plum

•berry hybrid of delicious sweetness proclaim it* by far the best they have ever tasted.

{.

LATEST AND BEST
EXTRA FINE

One of Prof. X. E. Han-
sen’s latest cherry-plum in-

troductions and considered
his best so far. It is a sand
cherry hybrid grown from
seed of the Champa. The
fruit is rounder than Sapa
and has a somewhat brighter
skin color, which is a rich,

dark, purplish red. The flesh

color is a rich, intense, purp-
lish black red. It is in all a

very remarkable plum to look
at and surely a delight to eat.

Jelly and jam made from
Oka Cherries are equally
good.

selves with fruit. The leaves

green color.

are small, sort of a pointed

Prolific

DWARF AND BUSHY
VERY" STURDY'

The tree of Oka has a
dwarf bushy habit and bears
from the ground up. This
remarkable feature is of

unique value when harvest-
ing the fruit. Xo need for a

stepladder for all the fruit

is within easy reach. But the
dwarf size in no way indi
cates the size of the crop of

cherries. For the strength of

the plant goes into fruit pro-

duction and not into surplus
tree growth, which has to be
trimmed out later anyway,
and so consequently the limbs
and branches burden them-
al shape, and a bright, shiny

The buds come in groups of three and are rather closely set together on the branches.

Thus in a good fruit year at each bud group are two cherry-plums and one leaf, making the

branches an almost solid mass of fruit.

Early Bearing—Very Hardy
Oka Cherry like the other of Professor X. E. Hansen’s

sandeherry hybrids bears extremely early,—always, if the
season is at all favorable, the year after

planting. Oka is an annual bearer and
hardy thruout the northwest prairies.

It is indeed an extraordinary cherry-

plum of which too much praise cannot
be given.

PRICES:

Per Tree, $1.25

Three Trees, $3.50.
Targe and Fine Dwarf and Bushy

SPECIAL: Selected Extra Large Size Specimen Trees which if the season is

at all favorable should bear a goodly crop of fruit next year.

One Tree, $1.75; Three Trees, $5.00. Packed and Delivered—FREE.
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Cistena Purple Leaf Sand Cherry
For Beauty of Color

Vigorous Growing
Fascinating

Shrubs with colored foliage are
needed for contrast and variety on
the lawn. Since the Common Purple
Leaf Bar' erry was barred, it has
been a matter of real concern as to

what we should use for red-leafed
shrubs. Because Cistena so aptly
fills this want, explains the reason
for its sudden popularity. The leaf

color is a very rich, dark red purple cistena Adds Color and Beauty to the Lawn
or wine color.

Cistena was produced by crossing the Purple-Leaf plum from Persia, which is so popu-
lar on the lawns of the east, with the South Dakota sand cherry. The Persian Purple Leaf
plum is said to trace back to the garden of the Shah of Persia, but this tree of unique beauty
winter kills on the prairie. Cistena combines the good points of both in hardiness and
beauty, a real addition to our prairie lawns.

Attractive All Year
When not trimmed Cistena makes a low, bushy, round topped growth. The illustration

shows how well Cistena may be used in a foundation planting around the house. Its beauti-

ful colored foliage adds much color to the other plantings and brightens up the lawn in

summer. In winter the reddish colored bark enriches the landscape.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.50; 6 Trees, $7.50.

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTAL ORCHARD
35 Hansen Varieties—Only $25.00, Prepaid—35 Hardy Trees

— < » «

A The great success of some of the Professor N. E. Hansen Plums. A
Apples, and Crab Apples has stimulated interest in his other varieties NW that did not get so widely distributed. All of us have the experi-

o mental urge. If we are interested in fruit we want to know what F 1

N varieties do the best where we live. This is not always easy to de V
termine. A trial test is really the only test by which to find out. A

D and so to be of special service to experiment stations and to experi- T
E menters in country or town, the following offer is made,—an offer R
R not to be duplicated anywhere 1 A
F O
U
i

35 (Thirty-five) Different Varieties of R
L

the Professor N. E. Hansen Plums, Aoples,
D

io
p and Crab Apples, One Tree of Each Variety.

i

N
1

p A
o TOTAL 35 TREES AND 35 VARIETIES R
R

! ! Only $25.00, Prepaid ! ! Y
T
U
N

O
F

1
F

T
vy NOTE: This is our selection, but any preference you may give

E
Y will be followed in so far as our stock of the varieties wanted will

• permit. «

R
—

-«f.
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FRUITMAN’S SUCCESS ORCHARD
25 Trees—The Hansen Plums—15 Varieties

Only $15.00 ? Prepaid!

Long experience proves that plum
orchards bear best when many varieties

are grown. The bees carry the polleu from
tree to tree and from variety to variety

and thus insure good pollination and set'

ting of fruit. The South Dakota State

College Horticulture Experimental Orchard
here at Brookings has demonstrated this

fact conclusively. To enable everyone to

have the same success, the following col-

lection of Professor N. E. Hansen plums
is offered. The collection will contain not Mixed Plum Orchards Bear Best

less than 15 varieties, our selection, but preference may be given which will be followed in

so far as possible.

25 Assorted, Large Size. Hansen Plum Trees, $15.00, Prepaid.

SPECIAL SMALL SIZE TREE OFFER
To those who would just as soon or rather have small size trees, we have a few to offer of

this same assortment, while they last at the following price:
25 Assorted. Small Size, Hansen Plum Trees, $10.00. Prepaid.

YUKSA PLUM
Hybrid of the South Dakota sand cherry and

a European apricot. Prod ices an abundance of
beautiful white flowers which are sterile. A flow-
ering pi inn and one which deserves a place in
plantings.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00.

OKIYA PLUM
A very early dark red plum with sprightly

sweet juice and green flesh. Of the same pedi-
gree as Opata. It is what might be called a

cherry the size of a plum.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00.

OWANKA PLUM
A very peculiar sand cherry hybrid in that it

has an extremely bitter skin and v^ry sour flesh,

which some people like for jelly. The ‘fruit is of
good size.

PRTCE: Per Tree. $1.00.

SELECT NATIVE PLUM
TREES

Many farmers prefer to plant a plum
grove, thicker or hedge for shelter instead
of the usual windbreak trees, as in this
way they get protection from the wind
and also a crop of fruit. But budded trees
for this purpose would be too expensive.
These seedlings we have to offer are all
one and two years old and are good strong,
healthy stock. As new varieties of plums
all come from seed, it may be possible that
some of the plums you get may prove to
be choice fruit and worthy of introduction.
If so, yon have the privilege of naming
and propagating them if you wish, or we
can do this for you on contract.

PRICE: Per Tree, 10c; 12 Trees,

$1.00; 100 Trees $7J>0.

Tokata
Teton, etc., the

Plum
blossoms will

TOKATA PLUM
Some good plum growers consider Tokata the very best in

quality of all the Hausen Hybrid Plums. No wonder: For it is

a cross of the intensely fragrant and rich flavored apricot plum
of China. Prunus Simohi. with one of the very best flavored na-
tive plums. DeSoto. Toka*a combines the best points of both in

flavor. The fruit is large, with rich, orange red skin and flesh

and a perfect free stone.
The tree of Tokata in the proper environment is vigorous

growing and fruitful. Perhaps the reason why Tokata has not

produce abundance of delicious fruit.

<raiued favor with many
blossoms have a
tendency to be self-

sterile when it must
depend on its own
pollen for setting
fruit. However, if

planted near heavy
pollinators or fruit
sires such as our
Wastesa. Yuteca,

set and Tokata will

is. being a highly hybridized fruit, the

AS A HELP TO YOU
So you may have a good fruit sire 1

for Tokata and thus a good crop of i

fine plums, we make the special I

offer of

1 TOKATA PLUM and
1 WASTESA. YUTECA. or

TETON PLUM
For the Special Price of $1J>0. i

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.(K). 4., 4
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ANOKA-The
One of Prof. N. E. Hansen’s

Anoka upsets all the ordinary
anoka—The Best of lo.ooo Seedlings

ideas about apple trees and intro-

duces a new era in apple culture, for in Anoka the whole nature of the tree

is changed, so that early bearing of fruit is secured and the tree remains of

moderate size to permit easy spraying.

The tree is of round topped habit beautiful
in flower and fruit. In thousands of small
gardens in country and town the Anoka will

be planted where no apples were planted be-

fore because of their slow fruiting and large

size trees.

Because Anoka is an excellent early summer
eating apple, it will be welcome in many places

where the tender fleshed summer apples do not
reach in long distance shipping.

Bears
Very
Early

Anoka is a round, red-striped

apple of attractive appearance and
of good quality. The fruit ripens

early, and it is really a very good,
early summer eating apple, with
very juicy, pleasant, sub-acid flesh

of peculiar characteristic flavor

that pleases everybody.

Hardy
Productive

Good

The Anoka is truly the wonder
apple of this generation. It is the

best of over 10,000 seedling apples
produced by Dr. N. E. Hansen in

his endeavor to originate some bet-

ter and hardier apples. It is truly

a wonder apple because it forms
fruit buds on one year old wood so

that a one year old tree will bear
fruit the second year after plant-

ing, and keep it up every year.

An Inside View of Anoka
Less Than One-Half Natural Size.

ANOKA—A Real Masterpiece

==

Be Sure to Include It in
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Wonder Apple
Greatest Introductions

Anoka will no doubt become the leading apple in

many states both for the home orchard and for or-

nament on the lawn.

A one-year-old tree of Anoka apple sent to the
Agricultural Experiment Station at Fargo, North
Dakota, in the spring of 1920 bore 26 good sized

apples in 1922 and bore again in 1923 and 1924. In
other words five years planted and three crops of
fruit. Can you beat this on Dakota prairies?
Other very favorable reports have been made from
widely separated localities so it is now definitely

know n that Anoka is the outstanding apple of merit
for the Northwest.

PLANT THE ANOKA APPLE
**

‘The Wonder Apple of the Century”

Because:—
1

—

One year pld Anoka trees bear tbe second year after

planting.
2

—

Anoka forms fruit buds on one year old wood.
3

—

Anoka bears apples every year.
4

—

Anoka is an excellent early summer eating apple.
5

—

Anoka remains a small round topped vigorous tree. The
surplus strength each year goes to make more apples and less

wood.
6

—

Anoka may be planted closer than the old time trees

and thus more trees may be planted on an acre.
7

—

Eventually everybody will plant Anoka, so why not be
The original tree of Anoka Apple the first in your neighborhood?

Three Year Anoka Tree Bear-
ing A Crop Of Fruit.

The original tree of the An-
oka apple is still standing on
the State College grounds at
Brookings. In a block of over
six thousand seedlings this tree
was the first to bear and has
kept up its habit of annual
bearing. Later in other blocks
of oyer four thousand apple
seedlings none was found to
bear as early as Anoka. So
Professor Hansen left this re-
markable tree stand. Some day
a monument or memorial tab-
let will be erected to this won-
der tree and an iron fence be
put around to guard it.

Prices on Anoka Apple Trees

One Tree, $1.25; Three Trees, $3.50;

12 Trees, $12.50, Prepaid; 25 Trees, $25.00.

SPECIAL!
We have a few small size trees of Anoka Apple to I

a offer at the following prices while they last.

PRICES: Per Tree, 75c; Six Trees, $3.50. I—————

»

*

of the Fruit Breeders’ Art
Your Order for Fruit Trees
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Canadian Specials
Favorites in the North because of their Hardiness, Favor, and

Productiveness.

Pembina Plum
Gaining in Favor

Because of its fine fruiting performance under very trying
circumstances, Pembina lias the past few years come rapidly to
the front as a plum deserving of more attention by fruit men.
Being more resistant to the common plum diseases and fruiting
quite well in apparently the worst of poor fruit years, Pembina
has been placed in a stronghold of favor. Its superior hardi-

ness at first brought it more attention further north but lately

its flavor has won it so much favor with fruit men further south
that it now is in growing demand with good fruitmen through-
out the Dakotas, Montana, Nebraska, and Minnesota. Pembina
plum is a remarkable hybrid of the hardiness of the Manitoba
wild plum with the Red June, a large Japanese plum. Pembina

is considered by some to be one of the very best of the Hansen Hybrid Plums because of

the fine flavor, good size, heavy annual bearing, and great hardiness. The tree makes a
sturdy, well balanced growth of good habit. The fruit ripens early, keeps well, cooks up
well and makes fine preserves. Pembina is bearing well and is perfectly hardy in Manitoba,
Canada.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Pembina Plum

Winnipeg Plum Extends The
Plum Season

A very productive plum of good size and quality, developed from the wild plum of

Stonewall, north of Winnipeg. The Winnipeg plum is hardy in the most exposed places

in the open prairies, and bears a heavy annual crop of a good quality of fruit. Winnipeg
is a very popular plum in the Canadian Prairie Provinces and is

deserving of more extensive planting farther south. Both skin
and flesh are sweet and juicy.

Winnipeg preserves well both in jam and sauce. It ripens
somewhat later than some of the other plums which are especially

adapted to the north and thus it extends the ripe plum eating

season.

PRICES: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00. Winnipeg Plum

Assiniboin Plum
A Favorite of the North

A very popular plum in Manitoba, Canada, for
its early, annual, heavy bearing of fine, large
plums. Developed from the wild plum of Stone-
wall, north of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The
fruit has an attractive, lively red color, and a
yellowush colored flesh. Its size is not as great

j

as some of the other Hansen Plums, but for the
j north it is better than some of the others be-

]
cause it is hardier. The tree lias a sturdy, up-
right growth. In all of the prairie Northwest,
Assiniboin is highly recommended by the Cana-
dian and Northwest fruit men generally as a

sure thing for a good crop of good fruit under the most trying conditions. The fruit of
Assiniboin cooks up well and makes fine preserves, as well as being a fine fruit to eat
from the tree.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

AsHiniboin Plum and Pit

SEE OUR SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER
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Fruits for Canada
Favorites in the North Because of Their Hardiness, Flavor and Productiveness.

Tom Thumb Cherry
Canada’s Favorite

Possibly no other plum or cherry enjoys such
great and well earned popularity in the Canadian
Prairie Provinces as the Tom Thumb Cherry.
Tom Thumb is a low bush just right for pro-

tection by snow drifts, bearing an abundant crop
of fruit the year after planting and annually
thereafter.
Tom Thumb Cherries are fine to eat fresh and

for canning, are perhaps the best of any of the
Hansen Hybrid Sand Cherries in preserving the
shape of the whole fruit, much the same as the
canned cherries you buy. Thruout Canada the
Tom Thumb Cherry is highly recommended by
good fruit men. By performance test. Canada is

the favored land of the Tom Thumb Cherry, but
the prairie states of the United States should
plant more Tom Thumb Cherries for sure results and good quality.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.25; 12 Trees, $12.50.

CHAMPA CHERRY—The Dry Land Champion
A seedling of Sioux Sand Cherry. Fruit of good quality, somewhat larger than the Sioux,

sprightly, juicy, glossy black in color and with a small pit. Champa makes a strong upright
bush six to eight feet in height. The wonderful wealth of blossoms, white with pink tinge,
makes Champa very worthy of planting as a lawn shrub only, but it bears freely and annually
even far north. Champa is especially a favorite in Montana and North Dakota because of its

fruiting performance under drought conditions. Its heavy cropping and good fruit makes it

preferable by some to even some of the sand cherry hybrids like Sapa and Opata.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

OJIBWA PLUM—The Waneta Plum
of the North

A complex hybrid of five Primus species—Nigra. Angustifol-
ia. Cerasifera. Triflora, and Simoni. Does well in the north, its
hardiness making if a fine tree for all the Canadian prairies. It
is hardy and fruitful far north into Manitoba. Ojibwa bears
heavily. Thp fruit has somewhat the appearance of a native
Manitoba plum only much larger. Flesh is yellow and of
good flavor, skin is thin and free from acerbity. The tree of
Ojibwa is erect growing and sturdy.
Ojibwa blooms late in the spring with a tendency toward

frost resistant blossoms, ripens early in the fall, and matures
its wood in good season, thus making frost damage practically
impossible to the tree, blossoms, or fruit. The fruit of Ojibwa
keeps well and further experience may prove it to be a profit-
able plum for commercial purposes for the north. For the
northern part of South Dakota, all of North Dakota and the
Canadian prairie provinces. Ojibwa is deserving of more ex-
tensive planting and perhaps higher praise than some of the
plums now being boosted there.

OJIBWA—THE PEUM FOR THE NORTH.
Very Hardy—Fancy Quality—Heavy Bearing.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

CREE PLUM—Productive—Good—Hardy
A large, early, red plum of choice quality. The Cree is fast coming to the front as a very

choice plum for both North and South Dakota and far north into Canada. It is a cross between
the wild plum of Manitoba and the Combination Plum which is one of the choicest plums of
California. The Cree is a rare mingling of extreme hardiness and high quality. It is an early and
heavy bearer.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Ojibwa Plum

Bends to the Ground With its Burden of Fruit

SPECIAL CANADIAN FRUIT TREE OFFER!
One tree each of these seven fruits

—

PEMBINA, WINNIPEG. ASSINTBOIN. OJIBWA. CREE. TOM THUMB AND CHAMPA.
A collection of the hardiest and best fruits for Canada, making a

TOTAL OF

Seven Trees In All For Only $5.00!
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HANSEN SELECT !

Hansen Select Sand Cherries are the result of over
30 years of careful selection work by Professor
N. E. Hansen at the South Dakota State College.

Selections of these and their hybrids were the fore-

runners of many of Professor Hansen’s plum-cherry
hybrids.

When first introduced from the wild the Sand-
cherry was thought to be a rather worthless shrub
of the western prairies. Professor Hansen was the
first to realize its great values and at once started

the work of intensive selection and made thousands
of plum and sandcherry crosses. For many years
they were improved and selected from plantations

of up to 25,000 and over. Always the search was
made for the new and different sandcherry. For-
ever watching for distinct improvements, selecting

for generation after generation the plants of the best flavor, size, heavy
bearing, small pit, and beauty as an ornamental, Professor Hansen has work-
ed patiently with them. From this start, through his efforts, the original

South Dakota Sandcherry as found by him in the

western plains has been improved till now these

Hansen Select Sandcherries are a fruit of real worth
for extensive planting everywhere.

The fruit averages in size from half to one inch

through, depending on the season, and comes thick-

ly set on the branches. The habit of growth is

dwarf and bushy and the fruit is all within easy

reach to pick. Because of the size, these Hansen
Select Sandcherries may be planted close together,

from 2 to 4 feet to form a low hedge in the garden and still bear abundant-

ly. The flavor of the fruit for eating fresh is usually good and they make
a good cherry to sell on the market. But the superb taste is most apparent

in jams and jellies. Pit them and preserve them whole and the skin and
flesh will give a wonderful taste and a rich color to the preserves. When
you once taste the fine rich jam, you have found your favorite preserving

fruit. For sauce the fruit gives a rich ruby-red color and a distinct cherry
taste. Of course they are fine for pies too. The juice may be used for a

good cherry nectar.

With proper cultivation and care these Hansen
Select Sandcherries are enormous yielders and in

good fruit years are often laden to the ground
with masses of fruit. They are perfectly hardy on
the most exposed prairies and do especially well on
high dry soils as their native home was the dry
lands of the bleak prairies of western Dakota.

DR. N. E. HANSEN
Who has been improving these

Sandcherries for over
30 years.
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SANDCHERRIES

!

!

Every garden should have a plantation of
these remarkable cherries. Plant enough so
you can eat them freely when ripe, and have
a lot to can for winter use.

Hansen Select Sandcherries are of a dis-

tinctive ornamental worth, delighting

everyone with their glossy, silvery-green

foliage. It is one of the first plants to

bloom and leaf out in the spring. The
blossoms make them desirable in the spring
for a low hedge or in shrub plantings.

These followed by the loads of dark, glossy

fruit combine to make these cherries orna-
mental as well as useful.

The silvery glossy color of the leaves in

summer and especially on windy days is a

beautiful sight. The brownish red stems Prof . x E . Hansen selecting sand-

in winter make pretty winter scenery. cherries.

These plants are splendid to plant on the

lawn in front of taller shrubs. As a hedge it may be closely trimmed to

form a silvery-green wall of medium height, or it may be left untrimmed
and it will form naturally a neat, bushy hedge of about five to six feet in

height.

Plant Hansen Select Sandcherries
Because They—

1 . Are easy to grow and perfectly hardy everywhere.

2. Bear early, heavy, and annually.

3. Are good to eat, and make delicious preserves.

4. Are dwarf growing and bushy.

5.

Are excellent for hedges or ornamental shrubs.

PRICES FOR HANSEN SELECT SANDCHERRIES

Large Size—Heavily Branched—75c each; 6 for S3.50; 12 for

$6.50; 25 for $12.50.

Medium Size—Well Branched—50c each; 6 for $2.50; 12 for

$4.00; 25 for $7.50.

Small Size—Slightly Branched—25c each; 6 for $1.25; 12 for

$2.00; 25 for $3.50.

> Millions Thrnout The World!
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Hopa—Red Flowering Crab
The Ornamental For Every Lawn
Introduced for the first time in 1920. A

remarkable tree which is entirely covered
with beautiful rose colored blossutns in May.
It is a cross of Niedzwetzkyaua. a red fleshed,

red flowering apple from Turkestan, and the

Siberian Crab. Hopa is very hardy, blooms
when but five feet in height, and is of such
striking beauty that it deserves a place on
every lawn. The fruit is red inside and out,

and is very ornamental, but the bitter skin
protects it from depredations. Later it makes
good red sauce. The tree makes a very strong,

well balanced growth in the nursery and is a
thing of beauty from the beginning. The
dark reddish colored bark and foliage are in

their way as beautifying as the rose colored
blossoms. The color of the leaves and bark
livens up the landscape and gives it a cheer-

ful aspect thruout the year. The foliage for
A Flowering cntii of Beauty summer color and the reddish colored bark

. _ . for winter scenery. For the best effect and
Attractive —— Cheery — Desirable to bring out its beauty Hopa may be planted

in a group with other tall growing shrub-

bery or trees, or it may be planted as a specimen tree with excellent results, for as such

it shows up splendidly.

HOPA PRICES
One Tree, $1.50

Three Trees, $4.00

RED TIP PRICES
One Tree, $1.25

Three Trees, $3.50

RED TIP CRAB
A somewhat similar ornamental as Hopa, except that it is a cross

of the Elk River, Minnesota wild crab and the Purys Malus Nied-
wetzkyana. The leaves are larger, and more irregular than Hopa
and have a feathery silver undercoat. During the summer just the
tip leaves are red. but in the fall all the leaves turn to a rich gold
and red color of alluring beauty.

Yellow Sweet Apple
An Excellent Early Summer Eating Apple

One of the best early (summer) eating apples. An old Rus-
sian variety and very hardy for the northwest. Size over two
inches in diameter. Skin a light yellow, pink blushed. Flesh
white in color and very sweet.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Alexis Crab
A Good Red Crab of High Quality

The fruit is of much the same appearance as Dolgo, being of a long conical shape of a

brilliant, dark, solid, cherry red color. The flesh is yellow, and has a sprightly acid taste.

Tree is productive and so far free from blight. PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Amur Crab Apple
Excellent For General Use

Introduced in 1912. A seedling of the selected Siberian Crab
known as Pyrus baccata cerasifera. Cerasifera meaning “cherry

bearing,” because of the bright red color of the fruit. The fruit is

about one and one-half inches in diameter, cooks up well and makes
a fine bright red jelly. Amur is a very heavy and annual bearer. The

tree is upright in habit and so far is apparently free from blight.

Amur is hardy far north into Canada.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10,00,
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Russian White Apple
A Worthy New White Fleshed Summer Apple

A Russian apple with a snow-white flesh, from which
character it gets its name. The skin is light yellow in color.

The apple is of large size and cooks well. It is juicy and
slightly sub-acid in flavor. Russian White is really a better

cooking apple than eating from the tree, altho it is about as good eating as the Duchess. A
fine combination sauce or jam would be one made of Russian White apples and some of the
Hansen Crab introductions. Russian White is distinctly a summer apple and not a very
good keeper since after ripening it gets mellow rather quickly. The tree makes a good up-

right growth and is very hardy. A few trees of Russian White in one’s orchard would in-

sure a very bountiful supply of early fall cooking apples which would cook up into the kind
of apple sauce that makes them all call for more.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

CATHAY CRAB
Of fine ornamental value. Tree rather dwarf

like and forms a fine round top. The flowers are
two and one-half inches in diameter and have a
tendency to doubling. The tree is a beautiful
sight when in full bloom in the spring. Cathay is

a seedling of Pyrus prunifolia, variety Rinki from
China. Fruit of fair size and cooking quality.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

SUGAR CRAB
A Very Sweet Crab

A seedling of Antonovka. Fruit of good size

up to two inches in diameter, roundish oblate, and
with a yellow bronze blushed skin. Flesh white
with a rich sweet flavor. Of excellent taste to

those who like a real sweet apple. Tree so far

apparently free from blight. It is also a good
cooking apple and keeps well.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

Mercer Wild Crab

Chinook Apple
For Winter Use

The first of Professor N. E. Hansen’s series

of wild crab and standard apple crosses to be
introduced. A cross between the Baldwin Apple
and the native wild crab from Elk River, Minne-
sota, which is about forty miles north of Minne-
apolis. Chinook has promises for the far north.
The fruit is about two inches or more in diameter
of roundish oblate shape and a fine dark red
color, sub-acid flavor, and a long keeper.

The fruit is oblate, grows to a size of two and five-eighths inches in diameter and has
a good yellow color. It has the acid and the acerbity of flavor of the wild crab, which gives

a quince-like flavor to apple sauce when cooked with other apples. The tree is a good pro-

ducer. As an ornament it is worth considering for it is truly a hp^n+iful sight when in

full bloom.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00. Chinoo* Apple
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Other Hansen Varieties of Apples and Crabs
We have a few Adno, Sereda, Chance, New Duchess, Izo, and a number of the other

|
Professor N. E. Hansen Crab and Apple introductions to offer this year in addition to those

I given on these pages. See last year’s catalog for descriptions. Prices, $1.00 each.

i
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IVAN CRAB
The fruit is of good red color, roundish ob-

late in shape, no salix segments in the ripe
fruit and has an acid taste.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

OLGA CRAB
Hybrid of the Duchess apple with Pyrus bac-

cata cerasifera. Perfectly hardy, early and
heavy bearing, bright color, good quality, size
just right for canning.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

LINDA SWEET CRAB
A seedling of Malinda top grafted on Sweet

Russet. Flesh sweet and mildly sub-acid. A
late winter crab as it keeps well.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

KOLA CRAB
One of the prettiest of Professor N. E. Han-

sen’s wild crab and standard apple crosses. A
fair cooking apple. Fruit of good size, up to
two and one-half inches in diameter, and it

bears quite early. The trees make very good
growth, forms strong forks, and so far appears
to be immune to blight.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

TIPI CRAB
A hybrid of Duchess apple and the wild crab

of Elk River, Minnesota, 40 miles north of Min-
neapolis, which is near the farthest northern
known limit of the wild crab in North America.
Fruit much like the Kola Crab.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

ZAPTA CRAB
A hybrid of the Bismarck Apple and the Elk

River Crab from Minnesota. Fruit large and
acid acerbity.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

SHOKO CRAB
A cross of the Alexander Apple and the wild

crab from Elk River, Minnesota. Fruit green,
acid, and nearly two inches in diameter.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

MISSOURI WILD CRAB
The fruit is roundish, truncated, regular,

about two and one-half inches in diameter, and
of a rich golden yellow color all over. Has
a mild wild crab flavor.
PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00; 12 Trees, $10.00.

SPECIAL COLLECTION OF APPLES AND CRABS
What was said of plums bearing in mixed plum orchards is equally true of apples and

j

crabs bearing best in mixed apple and crab orchards. The assortment collection will con-
i

sist of twenty-five large size trees and contain at least fifteen different varieties, our selec-
tion, altho preference may be given which will be followed in so far as possible.

25 Assorted Large Size Apple and Crab Trees.. .....$15.00, Prepaid
25 Assorted Small Size Apple and Crab Trees. $10.00, Prepaid

GOLDO APPLE
Professor N. E. Hansen’s best winter apple introduction so far. It

is a seedling of Grimes Golden top -grafted on Duchess. The fruit is of
excellent flavor, Grimes shape, only larger in size. It it a splendid
keeper, keeping in excellent condition in an ordinary vegetable cellar till

late in March. The tree is perfectly hardy thruout the Northwest. The
stock of Goldo is as yet very scarce and we have only a very few trees
to offer this year. PRICE: $5.00 each.

HIBKEE APPLE
A periclinal Chimera or graft hybrid of Hibernal Apple and Milwaukee

Apple. The fruit has the flesh and core of Milwaukee and the skin and
surface coloring of Hibernal. A puzzling novelty as trees of this nature
are very rare. The fruit is of good size and fair eating. The name was
coined from its two parents. PRICE: $1.25 each. Goldo Apple

Bargains
Standard

In Apples
Varieties

WEALTHY APPLE—Well known to all good
fruit men of the middle west. A splendid late
summer and early fall eating and cooking apple.

PATTEN’S GREENING—Hardiest of the
greening apples and a heavy producer. Good to
eat and keeps well.

WOLF RIVER—A very large apple of fair
quality. Hardy far north. A good producer
and fair keeper.

DUCHESS APPLE—An old favorite, summer
eating apple. Very hardy and productive.

HIBERNAL APPLE
A good cooking apple, fair eating and good

keeping, very hardy variety. Tree sturdy, up-
right and thoroughly branched. Fruit is of

good size, though not very attractive in appear-
ance. A long lived tree and an annual pro-
ducer.

PRICES FOR STANDARD APPLES
Size Each Per 10 Per 25 Per 100

2 to 3 feet $0.35 $3.00 $ 6.75 $25.

3 to 4 feet 75 6.50 15*00 50.

4 to 5 feet 1.00 8.50 20.00 75.
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Dolgo Crab Apple
Brilliantly Beautiful—Very Productive—Extra Hardy—Good to Eat

A Most Remarkable Fruit

A very distinctive crab which
when once seen is always remem-
bered. The fruit has a rather
long conical shape and is not very
large, but the abundant produc-
tiveness of the tree more than
makes up for any lack in size of

the fruit. The color of the fruit

is a beautiful, brilliant red, and
the ripe fruit on the tree is a
wonderful sight to behold. The
bright, shiny, green leaves appar-
ently receding a little to form a

background and frame for the

rich ruby red fruit. And blos-

som-time in the spring never
fails to bring great admiration.

Dolgo Bears Early

Dolgo Bears Heavily

Good to Eat
The fruit is full of juice and has a sprightly sweet

flavoir. Good to eat from tree or making a very fine
bright clear red jelly of excellent flavor. Many think that
crab apple pickles made from Dolgo fruit are the best that
can be made.

Free From Blight—Very Strong
The tree of Dolgo has so far proved free from blight. It

makes a very strong growth in the nursery and forms strong,
wide-spreading forks and strong shouldered limbs, which
accounts for the fact that Dolgo can bear such heavy crops
without injury.

Blossoms Frost Hardy
Another remarkable character of Dolgo, expressed by Pro-

fessor A. F. Yager, of the North Dakota State Experiment
Station at Fargo, is as follows: “Dolgo Crab even when in
full blossom survived freezes which killed all other va-
rieties.”

Hardy Far North
Dolgo is perfectly hardy far north into Canada and is

almost a sure annual producer of a fine crop of fruit.

Bears Very Early
It is the nature of Dolgo to bear early and it iisually bears

the second or third year after planting,—almost as soon as
Anoka many find.

Worthy of Highest Praise
Dolgo is one of the very best of Professor N. E. Hansen’s

crab apple introductions and is worthy of the highest praise.
It is both a distinctive and splendid ornamental and a fruit
tree of great value. Everyone should have at least a few
trees of Dolgo.

PRICES ON DOLGO TREES
One Tree, $1.00; Three Trees, $2.50; 12 Trees, $10.00;

25 Trees, $17.50.

SPECIAL OFFER!
While they last to those who wish them we have a very limited number of

small size Dolgo trees to offer at the following prices.

PRICES: 50c Per Tree; Six Trees, $2.50.
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NEW ULM BLACK WALNUT
Introduced by Professor N. E. Hansen from plants grown from seed he obtained at New Flm,

Minnesota which is probably the farthest northwestern limit of the native black walnut. This
beautiful and useful tree has long been of great value to planters farther south but this north-
ern form now avails it for planting much farther north. Nuts contain many valuable vegetable
oils and proteins and other foods, and those who believe in foreseeing things say that much of our
future food supply will come from nuts. Perhaps it may be best to get this thing started now.

PRICE: Per Tree, $1.00.

URAL WILLOW
VERY HARDY—KAf.D GROWING—fcELF TRIMMING

For a low windbreak of great hardiness nothing
is better than Ural Willow. It is an ornament of beauty
and utility. It is often called the Siberian Hedge Wood.
This willow comes from the Ural Mountains of Siberia.
It has slender supple stems, which may be tied in a
knot without breaking.

Ural Willow is quick growing. Has a neat bushy
habit of growth and will form a nicely shaped round
topped hedge of eight to ten feet in height without
trimming, but will stand pruning if a lower height is

desired. The leaves are long and slender and are a
pretty shiny, silvery green color. This is another of
N. E. Hansen’s worthy introductions.

PRICES: Per Plant 35c; 10 Plants $2.50; 25 Plants
$5 00- 1O0 Plants. $17.50.

SIBERIAN BUCKTHORN
The Siberian form of the common buckthorn and

uperior to it in many ways. It is hardy far north into
’anada. The foliage is finer, a brighter green color,
ind appears earlier in spring. It has small white flow-
rs in early spring followed by black berries in late
dimmer and fall. The plant makes a very neat hedge
>r a fine specimen plant when planted singly. As a
• edge plant if planted close enough makes an impene-
irable wall and an excellent windbreak. It may be
rimmed with success or left to grow into a nicely
shaped tree As a specimen plant it may be trimmed
into almost any shape and
is an excellent plant and one
of the few that can be used
successfully in topiary work.

A Fine .. >.* .icuge Plant

PRICES: Per Plant 25c; 10 Plants,
Plants. $12.50.

$2.00; 25 Plants, $3.50; 100

NIOBE WEEPING WILLOW
The superb, graceful beauty of the Niobe Weeping Willow is near

to the utmost in distinctive specimen ornamental planting. Its beauty
is a continual joy. In winter and summer its graceful branches sway
in the slightest breeze and wave their beauty to all. Professor N. E.
Hansen introduced Niobe Weeping Willow from the colder parts of
Russia and so it is perfectly hardy far north into Canada.

PRICES: 4 to 6 feet, $1.60 each; 6 to 8 feet, $2.50 each.

Hansen Proso
The Best Cereal Catch Crop for the Northwest.

In seasons when wheat, barley, rye, and oats
fail in the dry inland regions of eastern Europe and
Asia, Proso, a grain millet, always gives a crop.
Proso feeds many millions of people in the Old
World from India north into Siberia. There are
many varieties,—black, red, yellow and white. Live
stock eat Proso readily and can be fattened for the
market without any other grain than Proso.

Professor N. E. Hansen in his four tours to Si-
beria, brought back thirty-two different varieties of
Proso which have been widely distributed. But he
chose only one variety, that from Semipalatinsk, Si-
beria. for further development, and selected it for
its white color, larger kernels, and greater produc-
tiveness.

It is a valuable, catch cereal, grain crop for
later sowing, when other crops fail, even far South.
In the North. Proso will become a staple grain

crop. The grain will ripen in sixty days after sowing in an eight inch rainfall country. It often
yields three hundred fold. One pound sown in late June usually means four or five bushels by
fall, of good grain that weighs sixty to sixty-four pounds per bushel. Good as a breakfast food
for the table or to fatten all kinds of livestock for market. Professor N. E. Hansen is still work-
ing with this, his favorite variety, altho it is very desirable at the present time.

Every farmer in the Northwest should at least give Proso a trial, just a small idle strip if

nothing else, and see for himself the remarkable qualities of Hansen Proso. It should be sown
fifteen to twenty five pounds per acre for best results. Prices F. O. B. Brookings:

10 lbs. $1.50; 25 lbs. $2.50; 100 lbs. $8.50. Trial pound 35c. Prepaid.

Niobe Weeping Willow
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Semipalatinsk
THE HARDIEST OF ALL ALFALFAS
This yellow flowered alfalfa was fouud and

brought by Professor N. E. Hansen from
Semipalatinsk, Siberia, where the annual rain-
fall is only eight inches, and the temperature
ranges from 51 degrees below zero in winter
to 106 degrees above in summer. The pre-
diction was made that in time this alfalfa
would extend alfalfa culture to the Arctic
Circle. Professor Hansen’s prophecy is fast
being fulfilled, as Semipalatinsk has seeded
and made tine forage at Rampart, about sixty-
five miles from the Arctic Circle in Alaska.
Because of its extreme hardiness and drouth

resistant qualities, Semipalatinsk will not win-
ter kill the slightest bit far north into Canada
and will produce an abundant crop of forage
in the driest year.
As Semipalatinsk sheds its seeds over a

period of time and is of spreading habit, with
heavier growth than Cossack in dry years, it

is best planted by means of plants. For hay
crop plant in regular corn rows about 3 to 4
feet apart in the row, and cultivate for a year
or two and let it self sow the balance of the
field, or for a pasture crop drill it mixed in
with some other good pasture and forage feeds.
Semipalatinsk is a great fattening food and

-when once accustomed to it the cattle, hogs
and sheep can stand a heavy feeding, repay-
ing well in a big increase in weight. A few
plants in the chicken yard will make the hens
lay better, experiments have proved.
The great value of alfalfa everyone knows

and at least a few scattered plants in your
already established permanent pasture is a
great asset. Especially in dry years is this
so and every year late in the summer when
the other pasture is dried up and the cattle
have been accustomed to it for practically
full feed. For cattle will not bloat on Semi
if accustomed to it by degrees.
For appreciable results in mixed pasture

use it is advocated that at least one hundred
plants be planted to the acre. The plants may
be easily planted in the pasture and hay field

just after a rain, by taking a spade and prying open the ground and inserting the plants here
and there over the field.

PRICES FOR STRONG 3 ami 4 YEAR ROOT CLUMPS.
Large Size Per 10, $2.00; Per 25, $4.00; Per 100, $15.00; Per 250, $30.00; Per 1000, $100.00
Medium Size Per 10. 1.50; Per 25, 3.00; Per 100. 10.00; Per 250, 20.00; Per 1000, 65.00
Small Size Per 10, 1.00; Per 25, 2.00; Per 100. 5.00; Per 250, 10.00; Per 1000. 35.00

Dr. .\. t,. nan u.iu a .-Miigle Cossack Alfalfa Plant

Cossack
The Best All Around Alfalfa

From half a teaspoon of seed in 1906 to one thousand bushels
in 1916 is the marvelous record of this best of all around alfalfas
for the Prairie Northwest. It was brought from Russia and
named by Professor N. E. Hausen. Now there are many thou-
sands of acres of Cossack and a heavy production of forage and
seed. Farmers have received as high as $5,000 for a single crop
pf Cossack Alfalfa seed. Many farmers by sowing small packets
in their gardens and transplanting the plants have worked up a
large acreage. Our Own Seed, 50c Per Paeket.

COSSACK SEED FROM CERTIFIED FIELDS
1 lb. $ 1.25 Postpaid.

10 lbs. 10.00 F. O. B. Brookings
25 lbs. 20.00 F. O. B. Prookiogs
100 lbs. 75.00 F. O. B. Brookings

TMn»« fo PbT'P’P Wi^lio’O Notice.

Hansen Sweet Clo er
Often Called ARCTIC SAVEET CLOVER in Canada

Introduced by Professor N. E. Hansen who brought it in 1913
from the dry Semipa 'atinsk region of Siberia. It is the hardiest
of all sweet clovers and makes an astounding growth in one year. Dr> E Hansen and aMay be sown in the garden and transplanted later or drilled in Single Semi Plant
the field. Our Own Seed 50e Per Packet.

HAVEN SAVEET CLOVER SEED FROM RELIABLE GROAVERS
1 lb. $0.75 Prenaid. 25 lbs. $10 00 F. O. B. Brookings

10 lbs. 5.00 F. O. B. Brookings. 100 lbs. 35.00 F. O. B. Brookings.
Prices Sub'eet to Change AArithout Notice.

Can of “Nitragin,’’ treats 30 lbs. alfalfa or sweet clover seed for nitragen bacteria, 75c Prepaid.
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THE BEAUTIFUL

Spring

FLO 1

Professor N. E. Hansen And The May Day Tree

Iii eastern Siberia and Manchuria there grows a Bird Cherry which is remarkable for be-

ing the earliest of all trees to leaf out in the spring. And this tree is truly beautiful when
in full bloom, making a huge bouquet of fragrant white flowers born in long racemes. The
individual flowers are fully one-half inch across. A few days later the leaves unfold in all

their glossy beauty. Later appears the heavy crop of shining black cherries which are claim-

ed by the birds which appear to prefer them to what we consider better fruit.

As this tree is always in bloom by the first of May it was well named the May Day Tree by
the late Professor J. L. Budd of Ames, Iowa, who introduced it. The present stock descends

directly from this first importation. Well may the long branches, so thickly set with

fragrant white flowers, be used for garlands and to erowm the Queen of May.
For the lawn the superb beauty of the May Day Tree will please and impress everyone.

In addition the tree does not sucker, and so does not make the trouble the native choke

cherry does with its multitude of suckers or sprouts from the roots.

Dr. N. E. Hansen in his work in improving the native choke cherry by selection found it

impossible at first to control the suckering or sprouting habit, but he has entirely overcome

GLORIOUS—ALLURING—WONDERFUL
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DWERING LAWN TREE

Close-Up View Of The Flowers Of The May Day Tree

this trouble in recent years by using the May Day Tree as a budding stock for his select

choke cherries as such trees do not sucker.

The tree is perfectly hardy at Brookings and will be hardy far north up into Canada, owing
to its far northern origin in Asia.

For windbreaks and hedges, upon the most exposed prairies, the May Day Tree has a

very great value because of its dense round-topped habit of growth, and its very early
leafing. Long before other trees come out into full leaf, the May Day Tree is in full leaf,

ready to serve as an efficient wind-stopper. And again note that there are no suckers or

root-sprouts to bother in cultivation as a wind-break or to make trouble for the lawn-
mower on the lawn.

This tree was first received from Russia under the name Prunus Maackii, but later it

turned out to be a quite different tree. The real name of this most desirable lawn and
wind-break tree is Prunus Padus Commutata, but better call it May Day Tree for every day.

The Arnold Arboretum at Boston, Massachusetts contains by far the largest collection

of trees in North America. The famous Director, Charles S. Sargent, who knows trees

better than anyone else, has called attention to the beauty and desirability of the May Day
Tree and says that this tree is remarkable in Boston for flowering about three weeks in

advance of any other bird cherry, being usually in bloom by the middle of April.

Dr. L. H. Bailey, the eminent author of the American Cyclopedia of Horticulture, says

that this tree makes a shapely tree ten to twenty feet tall and is noteworthy because it is

one of the earliest of all trees to leaf out in the spring.

Prices on May Day Trees, 3 to 4 ft. And Up.
One Tree, 75c; Three Trees, $2.00; 10 Trees, $6.50;

25 Trees, $15.00; 100 Trees, $50.00.

*— ,

—

SPECIAL!
L For obtaining a more immediate effect in plantings some people want a larger tree T

« than most prefer. The trees we have to offer were especially selected for their large size, i

nice branching, and good root system.
PRICE: Extra Large Select Specimen Trees, $1.25 Each; Three Trees, $3.50. *

FRAGRANT—HARDY VIGOROUS
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Siberian Bush Honeysuckle
For Shelter And Ornament

Much money is saved by siock men in planting good shelter
belts. Cattle need less corn for the same gain if well protected
in the feed lots. But most windbreaks grow too tall with age,
leaving the lower stems bare. Here is where tall shrubs of
luxuriant foliage and bushy habit help. Bush Honeysuckle and
Caragana will be found of the greatest value. Their tough
blanches are not broken by snowdrifts. They need no trim-
ming and this saves time. Above all they retain their lower
limbs through life, stopping the wind perfectly the first twenty
feet next to the ground. The Bush Honeysuckles from Siberia
are from a dry region with temperature ranging from over 50
degrees below zero in the winter to over 100 degrees above in
summer and only eight inches annual rain fall.

Trimmed—A Wall of Beauty Plant these Bush Honeysuckles not only as single specimens
or in a group on the lawn, but for snow stops and low wind-

breaks. Their great loads of beautiful rose pink and white flowers in spring delight every
one with their sweet fragrance. The bees harvest abundant honey from their blossoms and
later the great crops of red or orange colored berries furnish food for the birds. This
bright colored fruit is one noint of advantage over the Caragana. Plant a single row on the
outside to catch the snow so it will lodge in the open snow trap on the north or west side.
Plant on the inside to furnish beautiful tiowers in early spring. Plant a row wherever you
wish a screen to hide outbuildings or service yard in country or town.
You need never fear that they will winter-kill.

These hedges grow more beautiful as the years
go on. Prune them back in early winter if at any
time you wish to head them back to a hedge of
formal habit. You will probably want to leave
them to grow in all their luxuriance, defying the
heat, the cold, and the storms of summer and
winter.
The school house campus, the church lawn, the

community park, all will acquire added beauty by
a free planting of these Siberian Bush Honey-
suckles.

PRICES FOR STRONG BUSHY PLANTS
Each Per 10 Per 25 Per 100

12 to 18 inch $0.15 $1.25 $2.50 $ 8.50
18 to 24 inch 20 1.75 3.50 12.50
2 to 3 feet 25 2.00 4.00 14.50
3 to 4 feet ...ML. .30 2.50 5.00 16.50
Extra Large Select Plants for Specimen Planting A Beautiful Sight in Winter

50c each.

Pyrus Baccata
or Siberian Crab

Windbreak—Ornamental—Fruit Tree-
Shade Tree

W. J. Bean of the Royal Botanic Gar-
den. Kew, England, one of the leading
English horticultural authors, writes:
“As a tree for gardens, the Siberian Crab
stands in the first rank. It is pretty in
April when laden with its abundant
white flowers, but its great value and
charm are most apparent in autumn,
when its plentiful crop of cherry-like
crabs turns a brilliant red. They re-
main long on the leafless branches, and
I have seen them lighting up the garden
on fine days as late as February.”
This crab hybridizes freely and has

given us many valuable hybrid crab ap-
ples. It is time that we recognize the
great value of the pure Siberian Crab,

Pyrus Baccata. The best types should be determined by actual test. It can be planted freely as
an ornamental tree for the lawn, or for windbreaks. It serves the double purpose of a shade
and fruit tree. It bears an abundant crop of fruit which is useful for culinary purposes, making
excellent preserves and splendid jelly. The juice
is full of pectin so that it jells very easily.
Works in well to make other fruit juices jell.

A beautiful ornamental, a fair fruit tree, and
a fine windbreak, all combined, make Pyrus Bac-
cata or Siberian Crab, a tree of great worth for
extensive planting everywhere.
There are places for Pyrus Baccata on your

lawn and in your orchard.
Prices for Strong Healthy, Well-branched Trees.

Each Per 10 Per 25 Per 100
2 to 4 feet. $0.10 $0.75 $1.50 $ 5.00
3 to 5 feet .15 1.25 2.75 10.00

to 8 feet.. _ .26 2.00 LOO 15.00

In All Its Springtime Glory

Nertchinsk Crab
The hardiest form of Pyrus Baccata

now in cultivation, from the most
northernly region in Siberia. Especially
good for Canada because of its extreme

Large Size Trees
$4.00 Per 10: $7.50 Per
$26.00 Per 100.

50c Each

;

•4
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ENGELMANNI IVY
The hardiest of the

climbing vines. Clings by
means of sudopads to a
sheer wall without the aid
of lattice work.
Each 50c; Three for $1.25.

MATRIMONY VINE
Considered as much an

ornamental shrub as a
vine because it grows up

a few feet and then droops over. Especially
good for over a garden wall or terrace.

75c each; 6 for $3.50.

TETONKAHA ROSE
Introduced by Prof. K.

E. Hansen. A very choice
flower and free bloomer.
Flowers three inchec in
diameter, upwards to
twenty-five or more pet-
als. a deep, rich pink.
Hardy far uurth.

PRICES: Each, $1.50; Six for $7.50.

SIBERIAN RUGOSA ROSE
The plant is covered with beautiful blooms

all summer long. The hardy rose for prairie
homes. Each, 50c; Six for $2.50.

SPIREA VAN HOUTTE
Well known to all and an ornamental of in-

dispensable use. Hardy everywhere.
Large $1.00 each; 3 for $2.50.
Small 50c each; 3 for $1.25.

Other

SPIREA ANTHONY
WATERER

The dwarf red, summer-
blooming spirea. Blooms
from .Tune on. 75c each; 3
for $2.00.

SIBERIAN LAYATERA
A pretty Flowering Peren-

nial brought by Dr. Hausen
from Siberia. Flowers large,
up to two to three inches
across, single and usually a
pretty lavender shell pink.
Blooms all summer. Each,
35c; 3 for $1.00; 12 for $3.50. Spirea Van Houtte

Ornamentals

Large Mail Sizes Each
Barberry, Japanese .$0.50

Dogwood, red twigged 75

Elder, cut-leaf or golden.. .50

Ferns, hardy outdoor 35

Hollyhock, assorted .25

Hydrangea, A. G. or P. G. .75

Lilac, common or Persian J>0

Mock Orange, fragrant .50

Roses. Hardy, red, white,
yellow .75

Roses, Climbing, need cov-
ering 1.00

Snowball, hardy, tall 75

Sumac, red in fall .65

Caragana
or Siberian Pea Tree
The Best Wind Break and Hedge Plant

for Northwest Prairies
By far the hardiest and best wind-

break aud hedge plant for the most ex-
posed prairies is Caragana and one
which will endure severe drouth. This
plant is recognized by the Canadian
Government as the best snow-catcher
and hedge plant for Manitoba. Sas-
katchewan. and Alberta. Its full name
is Caragana arborescens. the latter
name referring to the tree-like habit.
It is not really a tree but a shrub of
tree like habit growing to a height of

. „ about twenty feet when not trimmed.
In Russia. Siberia, and No^hern Europe generallv, Caragana is the great favorite for

hedges and for single specimens or in groups on the lawn.
In Manitoba and Saskatchewan and the northwest generally, Caragana is found especially

desirable as a protecting hedge around gardens and orchards on exposed prairies. This makes
a tight wind proof wall of living green foliage in summer and in the winter
the tough branches resist the drifting snow and do not break down as do — - ...

so many other shrubs and trees. The great value of Caragana is outstand-
ing and it should be on every lawn, because of its utility, its beautiful,
green foliage, feathery leaves, and abundant yellow blossoms.

The stock we have to offer is young, thrifty, and has all been trans-
planted and headed back, thus an excellent root system, nicely branched
plants and a rapid sure growth are assured.

Prices For Strong, Transplanted, Well Rooted Plants

12 to 18 inches—10c each; $0.85 per 10; $2.00 per 25; $ 7.50 per 100.
18 to 24 inches—15c each; $1.25 per 10; $3.60 per 25; $10.00 per 100.
2 to 3 feet —25c each; $2.00 per 10; $4.50 per 25; $15.00 per 100.

.
Caragana as a

Extra Large, Select Plants, For Specimen Planting—50c each. Specimen Tree
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c I Amni I TQ THE queen ofULaUlULUJ SUMMER FLOWERS
Large Size
Best Quality-
Good Measure

All Bulbs
Packed And

Delivered Free

“Jobs are human, hob-
bies divine.” Gladiolus
are a Good Hobby.

PLANT GLADS AND
BE GLAD! “Part of a collection of over 400 varieties”

Picture of one of our Fair Exhibits.

All gladiolus bulbs
are packed and deliv-
ered free when cash in
full is sent with the
order. The price given
for each variety is the
price per single bulb.

For 3 bulbs multiply
price given by 2.

For 6 bulbs multiply
price given by 3.

For 12 bulbs multiply
price given by 5.

ALICE TIPLADY—Orange Salmon $0.15
ALTAIR—Salmon saffron 20
AMERICA—Light lavender pink .05
ANNA EBERIUS—Velvety deep

rose 15
ANNIE WIGMAN—Yellow, red
blotch 10

BARON J. HULOT—Dark violet
blue 10

BLACK HAWK—Cardinal red 15
BLUE MIXTURE—Blues and
purples 10

BORDEAUX—Velvety crimson
violet 25

CHICAGO WHITE—White, earliest
kind, strong growing 05

COUNTRY BOY—Yellow, over-
laid salmon 10

COUNTRY GIRL—Pink, lemon
strG3.ks _ _ _ .10

CRACKERJACk—Carmine with
mauve, heavy producer 05

CRIMSON GLOW—Brilliant scarlet .20
DAWN—Most beautiful coral pink .25
DIENER’S AMERICAN BEAUTY—

Perfect rose, very good 50
DRACOCEPHALUS—Greenish yel-
low. very odd and unique .25

EMPRESS OF INDIA—Purplish

*2 „E. J. SHAYLOR—Rose pink,
id* ruffled. Large 15

* E. KIRTLAND—Ruffled, rose
& ; delicate 15

@ FIRE RIBBON—Orange red,

m . gaudy .75

& FLORA—Light yellow, ruffled
extra large ^ .10

$ GOLDEN WEDDING—Very
pb large, yellow, pink edged.. .15

$ GOLIATH—Red overlaid
purple red 25

G. ZANG-—Pink over salmon.
Pastel effect 15

HALLEY—Salmon pink, very
early. Heavy blooms .05

HENRY FORD—Newest .and
best in blues 1.00

HERADA—Orchid lavender,
lovely . 10

HIGHLAND LADDIE—Sal
mon over purple, mottled .75

HILDA—Velvet scarlet red .15

IDA VAN—Orange pink to
cardinal red

INTENSITY—Scarlet with
white

black

1910 ROSE—Pure rose pink .10

JOE COLEMAN—Cherry red,
.15 mottled .20

JUMBO—Light coral pink. .. .15
LTMMACULEE—Lovely
white

LILY WHITE—White with-
out markings

LOUISE—Beautiful lavender,
delicate .20

MAIDENBLUSH—Shell pink
MARSHALL FOCH—Lav
ender pink, large 15

MONA LISA—Rose pink,
ruffled 15

MRS. A. E. KUNDERD—
Pale pink .35

MRS. DR. NORTON—Cream
and pink 20

MRS. FRANCIS KING—
Scarlet vermilion 05

MRS. FRANK PENDLE-
TON—Flesh pink with
carmine blotch 10

MRS. G. W. MOULTON—
Cherry red

MRS. H. E. BOTHIN—Pink

Mrs. F. Pendleton

PEACE—White tinted with
flesh pink 10

PINK PERFECTION—Large,
pink, mottled .15

PR1MULINUS HYBRIDS—
Many bright colors 10

.10 PRINCE OF W ALES—Apri
cot color, extra early 10

PURPLE GLORY—Velvet
purple, grand .50

ROMANCE—Salmon, rose
and purple - 50
ROSE ASH—“Ashes of
roses” color, old rose over
pink, mingled with grey
Ruffled. Extra fancy 25

SCARLET PRINCEPS—In-
tense scarlet 15

SCARSDALE—Lavender rose .10

SCHWABEN—Creamy yel-
low, strong .05

.15 AVAR—Deep, glorious crim-
son

with scarlet. Ruffled 20 AA7HITE GLORY—One of the
MYRTLE—Delicate rose pink .15
NEOGA—Garnet Red, half

ruffled 15
NIAGARA—Cream yellow,

ruffled 10
ORANGE GLORY—Beauti-

ful orange 15
PANAMA—Rose pink, lively
gay 10

best whites 20
AVILBRINCK—Light lav-

ender. Large 10

AA ILLIE AAMGMAN—Blush
white .10

AVILLXS E. FRYER—Deep
violet 25

YELLOAV HAMMER—Ca-
nary yellow, with rose... . .10

GLADIOLUS BY COLOR
We offer In unnamed varieties by color, bulbs of the same qual-

Gladiolus Peace ity and size as those lioted above. Order by color as follows:
and Rose Ash Blue, Pink, Red, Salmon, YT

ellow. or AA’hite.
5c Each; 25c Per Dozen.
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SpeciaLGladiolus Assortments
If you like a good assortment of

gladiolus, and yet don’t care particu-
larly about what the name of each
individual variety is, get one of our
special assortments of gladiolus
bulbs. They are made up of only
our choicest varieties and contain a

great many different kinds and have
a vide range of color and shades.
They do not contain just a few va-

rieties of gladiolus we have in sur-

plus and wish to get rid of cheap.
The bulb size and quality of these
assortments is in every way equal to

those we offer by name, but the bulbs
come assorted and with no individual
name attached to them.

EXTRA SPECIAL ASSORTMENT
LARGE BULBS

Contains 8 to 12 of our best varieties.

12 Bulbs, Postpaid To You $0.50

25 Bulbs, Postpaid To You 1.00

SPECIAL LARGE SIZE ASSORTMENT
Made up of some 50 to 75 of our choicest varieties selected from the 400 and over varie-

ties of Gladiolus we grow. This assortment is sure to please you for it contains a wonderful
array of many colors and kinds and will produce many glorious blooms from early in the

season till late in the summer.

100 Choice Large Blooming Size Bulbs Only $2.50.

Packed and Delivered FREE.

Peonies
The superb flower that holds sway in the garden

with a grandeur and splendor of beauty. With
their gorgeous array of colors, peonies always
give to the garden an effect of fairyland. Its

beauty unquestioned, a place always found for it.

No home should be without its peonies. Hardy
in the coldest of places. Blooming for years with
little care or attention. Peonies are a priceless

possession that all should have.

Prices For Strong 3 to 5 Eye Divisions.

By Colors: Pink, Red, or White, 50c each; 6

for $2.50; 12 for $4.50.

3 Assorted Peonies, $1.25; 6 Assorted Peonies, $2.00.

12 Assorted Peonies, $3.50. Packed and Delivered Free.

Tulips
No flower has more vivid colors and a better mingling of bril-

liant hues than does the tulip. An age long favorite bringing
much joy to the early spring. No landscape planting is complete
without tulips. Planted in the fall of the year with a light

mulch for protection, they come up in the spring. They beam
out in all their radiant beauty to give the assurance that summer
is coming. Tulips will grow for years with scarce any care.

PRICE: 12 Assorted Bulbs, $1.00; 25 Assorted Bulbs, $1.50;

100 Assorted Bulbs, $5.00. Packed and Delivered Free.
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Flower and Vegetable Seeds
As you know there are many things which affect the success you have with your gardens.

There are good seeds and poor seeds, new seeds and old seeds, and many other things in the care
and selection of the seeds that determine the success or failure of your efforts.

Our seeds are selected seeds of last seasons crop of tested and known germination to insure
the right sort of results one should justly expect.

ALL FLOWER SEEDS 15c PER PKT. ALL VEGETABLE SEEDS 10c PER PKT.
Packed and Delivered Free.

Vegetable Seeds
RED TOMATO—Good, early, smooth variety of

large size and productive bearing.
DES MOINES SQUASH—Individual squash of

fine quality and delicious sweetness.
HUBBARD SQUASH—The good old standby
family squash. Very productive. Keeps well.

NAVY BEANS—Extra early maturing strain.
Heavy production. Extra fine quality. 1 lb.

25c; 10 lbs. $1.75; 25 lbs. $1.00.
STRING BEANS—For early summer cooking
and canning for the vitamines one needs.

PEAS—Early, selected strain of sweet garden
peas. Splendid for canning.

LETTUCE—Tender leafed, large, quick grow-
ing, salad vegetable.

RADISH—Small, round, red, early eating va-
riety. Good flavor.

CARROTS—One of the most healthful vege-
tables for eating fresh or for winter use.

CUCUMBER—For eating fresh from the garden
or for pickles of all kinds.

BEETS—For immediate table use or pickling.
Keep firm for winter use.

CABBAGE—Late—Fine for summer eating, for
making kraut or winter salads.

SWEET CORN, Golden Bantam—Nothing like
early ‘Toastin’ ears” from your own garden.

PIE PUMPKIN—Our own select strain of small,
sweet, fine grained, golden pumpkins.

DILL—Fof ”se in making pickles, and for seas-
oning relishes.

Flower Seeds
SWEET PEAS—A good mixture of choice va-

rieties and colors.
GLADIOLUS—Hand selected seed from the best

of our -100 varieties.
COREOPSIS—The golden yellow, daisy shaped
hardy perennial. Blooms over long period.

SNAPDRAGON—Selected from choice strains
of large, bright colored blooms.

BACHELOR-BUTTONS—The old time garden
favorite in a good color mixture.

POPPY—A mixture of large, double kinds of
many brilliant hues.

BALSAM—The perfumed shrub - like annual
border plant in a good mixture of colors.

NASTURTIUM—Selected strains of good kinds
of this low-growing border annual.

ZINNIAS—Sturdy growing, giant varieties in
brilliant hues.

STRAW’ FLOWER or EVERLASTING—Easy to
grow bringing summer beauty for winter
bouquets.

ASTERS—Bring the joy and pleasure of Chrys-
anthemums to your garden. Double varieties.

PANSIES—Delicate bedding flowers selected
from large varieties of varied hues.

PETUNIAS—Something new—lace-like ruffled
varieties. Giant blooms.

HOLLYHOCK—Old familiar garden perennial.
Brilliant giant blossoms. Tall growing.

COSMOS—For a summer hedge and bright col-
ored flowers. Bloom from mid summer.

Seed Corn
Selected SEED CORN from the earliest maturing strains.

\11 our seed corn has been tested and selected for the best
germination and should all test 95 per cent or better.
'lood Early Yellow Dent Corn, Per bushel $5.60
lood Early White Dent Corn, Per bushel 4.20

Prices are F. O. B. Brookings.
Subject to change without notice.

DAHLIAS
Dahlias are very easy to grow, require but

little care and are very productive of beautiful
flowers. They also yield numerous tubers for
further propagation.
We have all the best good standard choice

sorts which produce such large, fine displays of
beautiful flowers of many colors and shades.
Many kinds of yellow, red, white, and mixtures
of them are in our assortments. These assort-
ments we make from only the best good stand-
ard choice sorts and they contain only large
size, strong, healthy tubers.

PRICE: 12 Choice Assorted Tubers $1.50; 25
Choice Assorted Tubers, $2.50. Packed and De-
livered Free.

CANNAS
This large tropical beauty has a place on every

lawn in single rows or flower beds of formal
nature. A bed of them is a place of beauty
thruout the summer.
PRICE: 12 Roots, Good Mixed Colors, 75c;

25 Roots, $1.25. Packed and Delivered Free.

PHLOX
A hardy and very desirous perennial for bor-

der or bedding work. We have a very fine ar-
ray of many superior varieties and can supply
you with almost any color you want. The
plants we offer are all field grown, large size
clumps which will bloom the first year you
plant them.
PRICE by Colors: Red. Pink. White. Purple,

Lavender. Each 35c; 5 for $1.50; 10 for $2.75;
25 for $5.00.
PRICES for Mixed Sorts of Good Colors:

Each 25c; 5 for $1.00; 10 for $1.75; 25 for $3.50.
Packed and Delivered—FREE.

IRIS
Of the hardiest of varieties of Iris, perhaps

none is more popular and gives more joy than
the Dwarf Flowering Blue Flags as they are so
often called. It is a dwarf variety of hardy
Iris, a vigorous grower and rapid reproducer.
A brilliant blue in color and ideal for a border
planting along the edge of a walk or flower bed.
Blooms for a period of about three weeks in

early spring.
PRICE: Per Root, 15c each; 12 Roots, $1.00;

25 Roots, $1.75; 100 Roots, $6.50. Packed and
Delivered Free.



The attached catalog is our Regular Large

Catalog and should be used for ordering any stock

not found listed in our Spring 1928 Special Sale

Catalog.

Where things are listed in both and there is

a change in price, use the price in the 1928

Catalog.

CARL A. HANSEN NURSERY
Brookings South Dakota
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What Are Your Planting Problems ?
LET OUR LANDSCAPE DEPARTMENT HELP YOU

WHETHER YOU LIVE

In the City Or On the Farm

WE ARE PREPARED TO HELP YOU WITH THE PLANTING OF YOUR HOME.
Your home is not only the place where you stay,—the place where you eat and sleep, but you

find enjoyment in living there because it is your home. Shrubs and trees and flowers make your
home attractive. Besides adding beauty, the garden affords plenty of space for healthful ex-
ercise for the busy in-door man. Not only that,—it pays you big returns for your expenditures.

Actual data brings out this interesting fact. INVEST 5 per cent of the value of your home
in ornamental plantings and it will increase the value of your property over 20 per cent.

What other investment yields such profits?
The farm home is often neglectful of the arrangement and plantings around the yard. Let

it be said of your farm, “My! But it must be great to have a home like that.” Perhaps no other
class of people spend more time in their homes than do the farmers. Your yard can be your pride
and your enjoyment.

Farmers have long recognized the value of
windbreaks and orchards, and the farm garden
is always full of all sorts of good things to eat.
Flowers and shrubs bring beauty and joy and
make a “home0 out of a “set of buildings.”

Plan the Outside Furnishings of Your Home
as Thoroughly as You do the Inside.

We shall be glad to help you plan your yard
and to do all we can to make it attractive.

OUR COMPLETE LANDSCAPING SERVICE
consists of drafting the grounds, making a sketch,
working out blue prints with full planting key,
furnishing the material, and where possible,
planting the stock and taking care of it. You
may accept any part or all of our service. All
you need to do is to furnish us with a lay-out
of your place with approximate or accurate meas-
urements of the grounds and buildings, and tell

us the general lay of the land, giving directions.
We will draw up plans for the best possible way
to plant your home to make it more attractive.

Before Planting

Of course any details which you add or prefer-
ences you give help us to please you in our se
lection. We are offering the complete service of
drafting, planning, and making the blue prints
of your home or farm at a very reasonable price:

For a City House and Lot $25.00
For a Farm House Yard 25.00
For a Whole Farm Plan 35.00

When we receive your order for the necessary
planting material to carry out the plan we have
given you we will apply the cost of the plan on
your order and thus furnish you

THE COMPLETE PLAN FOR THE PLANT-
ING OF YOUR HOME FREE!

We are in position to accept contracts for the
planning and planting of municipal buildings,
school houses, etc., and guarantee to give you
the best possible service. Consult us before let-

ting the contract for the planning or planting of
that City Hall, Consolidated School House, Court
House. City Park. Etc. After Planting



Green Ash

GREEN ASH
Altho of slower growth than most of other

shade trees it forms a shapely growth without
trimming and is long lived.

Size Each 10 25 100
5 to 6 feet $0.50 $ 4.50 $10.00 $ 40.00
6 to 8 feet 1.00 8.50 20.00 75.00

8 to 10 feet 1.50 13.50 32.50 125.00

BOX ELDER
Not the best of shade trees because of its

irregular growth when not trimmed properly,
but very hardy and does well on poor soils.

Size Each 10 25 100 1000
2 to 3 feet $0.15 $1.00 $1.75 $ 5.00 $35.00
3 to 4 feet 25 1.50 2.50 7.50 50.00
4 to 5 feet 35 2.00 3.50 10.00 75.00

Box Elder

MAPLE
Tall, swift

windbreaks.
growing. Excellent for quick A fine shapely shade

golden color in fall.

tree. Turns

Size Each, 10 25 100 1000 Size Each 10 25
2 to 3 feet...$0.10 $0.75 $1.50 $ 3.50 $ 30.00 2 to 3 feet.. $1.00 $ 9.00 $20.00
3 to 4 feet ... .15 1.00 2.00 5.00 45.00 3 to 4 feet... 1.50 12.50 27.50
4 to 5 feet .... .20 1.50 2.50 7.50 65.00 4 to 5 feet.. 2.00 17.50 40.00
5 to 6 feet.... .25 2.00 3.50 12.50 100.00 5 to 6 feet.. 2.50 22.50 52.50

LAUREL LEAVED
WILLOW

The best willow for
quick, tall windbreak
growth.

Size, 18 to 24 in., each
15c; per 10, $1.00; per
25. $1.75; per 100, $5.00;
per 1000, $40.00.

Size, 2 to 3 feet, each,
25c; per 10, $1.50; per
25, $2.50; per 100, $7.50;
per 1000, $65.00.

CATALPA
Large leaved, speci-

men ornamental tree
for the lawn. “Umbrel-
la" tree some call it.

Not very hardy.
Size, 4 to 5 feet, each.

$1.00; per 10, $7.50; per
25, $15.00; per 100, $50.

HACKBERRY
A long lived tree

which forms a beauti-
ful round topped head
with little trimming.
Desirable shade or
boulevard tree.

Size, 5 to 6 feet, each,
$1.50; per 10, $12.50;
per 25, $27.50; per 100,

$100.00. AMERICAN ELM

100
75.00

100.00
150.00
200.00

NORTHERN OAK
Slow growing but

ery sturdy. Long lived.

3est transplanted when
/ery small.

Size, 6 to 9 inches,
each, 10c; per 10, 75c;
per 25, $1.75; per 100,

$6.50; per 1000, $50.00.
Size, 9 to 12 inches,

each, 15c; per 10, $1.25;
per 25, $2.50; per 100,

$8.5-0; per 1000, $75.00.

RUSSIAN OLIVE
Hardy windbreak,

hedge plant, or orna-
mental shade tree.

Size, 3 to 4 ft., each,
75c; per 10, $6.50; per
25, $13.50; per 100,

$50.00.

MOUNTAIN ASH
The well known, fav-

orite, fern leaved foli-

age, specimen orna-
mental tree, with
pretty, bright colored
orange-red berries in
fall.

Size, 4 to 5 feet, each,
$1.50; per 10, $12.50;
per 25, $27.50; per 100,

$100 .00 .

The best known shade and ornamental, street and lawn tree. Hardy everywhere. Long
lived.

Size Each Per 10
12 to 24 inches.. $0.10 $ 0.90
18 to 36 inches 25 2.00
3 to 5 feet 50 4.50
5 to 7 feet 1.00 8.50
6 to 8 feet 1.50 14.50

CUT

Per 25 Per 100 Per 250 Per 500 Per 1000
$ 2.00 $ 7.50 $ 10.00 $ 12.50 $ 15.00

4.00 15.00 25.00 35.00 50.00
10.00 35.00 85.00 165.00 300.00
20.00 75.00 150.00 275.00 500.00
35.00 100.00 225.00 400.00 750.00

LEAF WEEPING BIRCH

Cut Leaf
Weeping Birch

One of the prettiest specimen ornamental trees grown, with fancy
cut leaf foliage, and gracefully drooping limbs.

Size Each Per 5 Per 10
5 to 6 feet $5.00 $20.00 $35.00
6 to 8 feet 7.50 30.00 50.00

COMMON WHITE BIRCH
Size Each Per 10 Per 25

5 to 6 feet $2.50 $17.50 $35.00
6 to 8 feet 3.50 25.00 50.00

BLACK HILLS SPRUCE
The most popular of the evergreens in the north-

west. Prices are for trees balled and burlapped.
Size Each Per 5 Per 10

18 to 24 inches $2.50 $11.50 $20.00
2 to 3 feet 5.00 22.50 40.00
3 to 4 feet 7.50 35.00 60.00

COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE
2 to 3 feet. Each $15.00
3 to 4 feet. Each - 25.00

Black Hills
Spruce

CARL A. HANSEN NURSERY, Brookings, South Dakota


